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BUDDHA & CO. 

 
Exposure has eroded the face of the garden Buddha. Perhaps I shouldn’t compare, but 

Kanye West broke down and cried during a BBC interview. It sounded like treachery, 

the Dreyfus court martial, Van Gogh getting most of his teeth pulled. And that hadn’t 

happened before. His message was simply, “Your egg, my semen, we change the 

world.” Someone else once said that to feel like an underwater jellyfish is to experience 

a higher mode of being. Let’s cover the walls with soft, plush things, then make people 

sit on the floor. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

THE DOUBLE 

 
“Shoot me in the chest!” Mussolini demanded, and the firing squad did before he could 

take it back. A full clip holds 30 bullets. They say if you meet your double, you should 

kill him. I could lie by the side of the road for hours bleeding to death without anyone 

knowing. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

BY THE NUMBERS 

 
25 foods that banish bloat / 10 workout mistakes to avoid / 12 dead in terrorist attack 

in Paris / 5 great stocks to buy / 9 habits that make you look older than you are / 20 

ways to deal with a cranky kid / 2 cops charged with murder / 40 most anticipated 

movies of 2015 / 11 big changes at Disney theme parks / 69 die after drinking home 

brew / 10 best rock ‘n’ roll locations in America / 15 cheap date ideas / 143 Boko Haram 

militants killed / 5 signs you need a break from social media / 26 weird things we did as 

kids / 7 executions in Pakistan coincide with Kerry visit / 12 beauty ideas to wake up 

better tomorrow / 18 breakfasts around the world / Hundred killed but why is unclear 

 
NB: Based on clickbait from MSN Home Page.



 


